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A BSTRACT
The design of deep graph models still remains to be investigated and the crucial
part is how to explore and exploit the knowledge from different hops of neighbors
in an efficient way. In this paper, we propose a novel RNN-like deep graph neural network architecture by incorporating AdaBoost into the computation of network; and the proposed graph convolutional network called AdaGCN (Adaboosting Graph Convolutional Network) has the ability to efficiently extract knowledge
from high-order neighbors of current nodes and then integrates knowledge from
different hops of neighbors into the network in an Adaboost way. Different from
other graph neural networks that directly stack many graph convolution layers,
AdaGCN shares the same base neural network architecture among all “layers”
and is recursively optimized, which is similar to a RNN. Besides, We also theoretically established the connection between AdaGCN and existing graph convolutional methods, presenting the benefits of our proposal. Finally, extensive experiments demonstrate the consistent state-of-the-art prediction performance on
graphs across different label rates and the computational advantage of our approach AdaGCN.
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I NTRODUCTION

Recently, research related to learning on graph structural data has gained considerable attention in
machine learning community. Graph neural networks (Gori et al., 2005; Hamilton et al., 2017;
Veličković et al., 2018), particularly graph convolutional networks (Kipf & Welling, 2017; Defferrard et al., 2016; Bruna et al., 2014) have demonstrated their remarkable ability on node classification (Kipf & Welling, 2017), link prediction (Zhu et al., 2016) and clustering tasks (Fortunato,
2010). Despite their enormous success, almost all of these models have shallow model architectures
with only two or three layers. The shallow design of GCN appears counterintuitive as deep versions
of these models, in principle, have access to more information, but perform worse. Oversmoothing (Li et al., 2018) has been proposed to explain why deep GCN fails, showing that by repeatedly
applying Laplacian smoothing, GCN may mix the node features from different clusters and makes
them indistinguishable. This also indicates that by stacking too many graph convolutional layers,
the embedding of each node in GCN is inclined to converge to certain value (Li et al., 2018), making it harder for classification. These shallow model architectures restricted by oversmoothing issue
limit their ability to extract the knowledge from high-order neighbors, i.e., features from remote
hops of neighbors for current nodes. Therefore, it is crucial to design deep graph models such that
high-order information can be aggregated in an effective way for better predictions.
There are some works (Xu et al., 2018b; Liao et al., 2019; Klicpera et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019)
that tried to address this issue partially, and the discussion can refer to Appendix A.1. By contrast,
we argue that a key direction of constructing deep graph models lies in the efficient exploration
and effective combination of information from different orders of neighbors. Due to the apparent
sequential relationship between different orders of neighbors, it is a natural choice to incorporate
boosting algorithm into the design of deep graph models. As an important realization of boosting
theory, AdaBoost (Freund et al., 1999) is extremely easy to implement and keeps competitive in
terms of both practical performance and computational cost (Hastie et al., 2009). Moreover, boosting
theory has been used to analyze the success of ResNets in computer vision (Huang et al., 2018) and
AdaGAN (Tolstikhin et al., 2017) has already successfully incorporated boosting algorithm into the
training of GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014).
1
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In this work, we focus on incorporating AdaBoost into the design of deep graph convolutional
networks in a non-trivial way. Firstly, in pursuit of the introduction of AdaBoost framework, we
refine the type of graph convolutions and thus obtain a novel RNN-like GCN architecture called
AdaGCN. Our approach can efficiently extract knowledge from different orders of neighbors and
then combine these information in an AdaBoost manner with iterative updating of the node weights.
Also, we compare our AdaGCN with existing methods from the perspective of both architectural
difference and feature representation power to show the benefits of our method. Finally, we conduct
extensive experiments to demonstrate the consistent state-of-the-art performance of our approach
across different label rates and computational advantage over other alternatives.

2
2.1

O UR A PPROACH : A DAGCN
E STABLISHMENT OF A DAGCN

N ×N
Consider an undirected graph G = (V, E) with N nodes vi ∈ V, edges
P (vi , vj ) ∈ E. A ∈ R
is the adjacency matrix with corresponding degree matrix Dii =
A
.
In
the
vanilla
GCN
j ij
model (Kipf & Welling, 2017) for semi-supervised node classification, the graph embedding of
nodes with two convolutional layers is formulated as:

Z = Â ReLU(ÂXW (0) )W (1)

(1)

where Z ∈ RN ×K is the final embedding matrix (output logits) of nodes before softmax and K
is the number of classes. X ∈ RN ×C denotes the feature matrix where C is the input dimension.
1
1
Â = D̃− 2 ÃD̃− 2 where Ã = A + I and D̃ is the degree matrix of Ã. In addition, W (0) ∈ RC×H
is the input-to-hidden weight matrix for a hidden layer with H feature maps and W (1) ∈ RH×K is
the hidden-to-output weight matrix.
Our key motivation of constructing deep graph models is to efficiently explore information of highorder neighbors and then combine these messages from different orders of neighbors in an AdaBoost
way. Nevertheless, if we naively extract information from high-order neighbors based on GCN,
we are faced with stacking l layers’ parameter matrix W (i) , i = 0, ..., l − 1, which is definitely
costly in computation. Besides, Multi-Scale Deep Graph Convolutional Networks (Luan et al.,
2019) also theoretically demonstrated that the output can only contain the stationary information
of graph structure and loses all the local information in nodes for being smoothed if we simply
deepen GCN. Intuitively, the desirable representation of node features does not necessarily need too
many nonlinear transformation f applied on them. This is simply due to the fact that the feature of
each node is normally one-dimensional sparse vector rather than multi-dimensional data structures,
e.g., images, that intuitively need deep convolution network to extract high-level representation for
vision tasks. This insight has been empirically demonstrated in many recent works (Wu et al., 2019;
Klicpera et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018a), showing that a two-layer fully-connected neural networks is a
better choice in the implementation. Similarly, our AdaGCN also follows this direction by choosing
an appropriate f in each layer rather than directly deepen GCN layers.
Thus, we propose to remove ReLU to avoid the expensive joint optimization of multiple parameter
matrices. Similarly, Simplified Graph Convolution (SGC) (Wu et al., 2019) also adopted this practice, arguing that nonlinearity between GCN layers is not crucial and the majority of the benefits
arises from local weighting of neighboring features. Then the simplified graph convolution is:
Z = Âl XW (0) W (1) · · · W (l−1) = Âl X W̃ ,

(2)

where we collapse W (0) W (1) · · · W (l−1) as W̃ and Âl denotes Â to the l-th power. In particular,
one crucial impact of ReLU in GCN is to accelerate the convergence of matrix multiplication since
the ReLU is a contraction mapping intuitively. Thus, the removal of ReLU operation could also
alleviate the oversmoothing issue, i.e. slowering the convergence of node embedding to indistinguishable ones (Li et al., 2018). Additionally, without ReLU this simplified graph convolution is
also able to avoid the aforementioned joint optimization over multiple parameter matrices, resulting in computational benefits. Nevertheless, we find that this type of stacked linear transformation
from graph convolution has insufficient power in representing information of high-order neighbors,
which is revealed in our experiment described in Appendix A.2. Therefore, we propose to utilize an
appropriate nonlinear function fθ , e.g., a two-layer fully-connected neural network, to replace the
2
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1

(l)

Figure 1: The RNN-like architecture of AdaGCN with each base classifier fθ sharing the same
neural network architecture fθ . wl and θl denote node weights and parameters computed after the
l-th base classifier, respectively.
linear transformation W̃ in Eq. 2 and enhance the representation ability of each base classifier in
AdaGCN as follows:
(3)
Z (l) = fθ (Âl X),
where Z (l) represents the final embedding matrix (output logits before Softmax) after the l-th base
classifier in AdaGCN . This formulation also implies that the l-th base classifier in AdaGCN is
extracting knowledge from features of current nodes and their l-th hop of neighbors. Due to the
fact that the function of l-th base classifier in AdaGCN is similar to that of the l-th layer in other
traditional GCN-based methods that directly stack many graph convolutional layers, we regard the
whole part of l-th base classifier as the l-th layers in AdaGCN. As for the realization of Multi-class
AdaBoost, we apply SAMME (Stagewise Additive Modeling using a Multi-class Exponential loss
function) algorithm (Hastie et al., 2009), a natural and clean multi-class extension of the two-class
AdaBoost adaptively combining weak classifiers.
(l)

As illustrated in Figure 1, we apply base classifier fθ to extract knowledge from current node
feature and l-th hop of neighbors by minimizing current weighted loss. Then we directly compute
(l)
the weighted error rate err(l) and corresponding weight α(l) of current base classifier fθ as follows:
n
n

 X
X
(l)
wi
wi I ci 6= fθ (xi ) /
err(l) =
i=1
i=1
(4)
1 − err(l)
(l)
α = log
+ log(K − 1),
err(l)
where wi denotes the weight of i-th node and ci represents the category of current i-th node. To
attain a positive α(l) , we only need (1 − err(l) ) > 1/K, i.e., the accuracy of each weak classifier
should be better than random guess (Hastie et al., 2009). This can be met easily to guarantee the
weights to be updated in the right direction. Then we adjust nodes’ weights by increasing weights
on incorrectly classified ones:



(l)
wi ← wi · exp α(l) · I ci 6= fθ (xi ) , i = 1, . . . , n
(5)
After re-normalizing the weights, we then compute Âl+1 X = Â · (Âl X) to sequentially extract
(l+1)
knowledge from l+1-th hop of neighbors in the following base classifier fθ
. One crucial point
of AdaGCN is that different from traditional AdaBoost, we only define one fθ , e.g. a two-layer
fully connected neural network, which in practice is recursively optimized in each base classifier
just similar to a recurrent neural network. This also indicates that the parameters from last base
classifier are leveraged as the initialization of next base classifier, which coincides with our intuition
that l + 1-th hop of neighbors are directly connected from l-th hop of neighbors. The efficacy of this
kind of layer-wise training has been similarly verified in (Belilovsky et al., 2018) recently. Further,
we combine the predictions from different orders of neighbors in an Adaboost way to obtain the
final prediction C(A, X):
C(A, X) = arg max
k

L
X
l=0

3

(l)

α(l) fθ (Âl X)

(6)
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Finally, we obtain the concise form of AdaGCN in the following:
Âl X = Â · (Âl−1 X)
(l)

Z (l) = fθ (Âl X)
Z = AdaBoost(Z

(l)

(7)
)

Note that fθ is non-linear, rather than linear in SGC (Wu et al., 2019), to guarantee the representation
power. As shown in Figure 1, the architecture of AdaGCN is a variant of RNN with synchronous
sequence input and output. We provide a detailed description of the our algorithm in Section 3.
2.2

C OMPARISON WITH E XISTING M ETHODS

Architectural Difference. As illustrated in
Figure 1 and 2, there is an apparent differGCN
ence among the architectures of GCN (Kipf
& Welling, 2017), SGC (Wu et al., 2019),
JK (Xu et al., 2018b) and AdaGCN. Com- SGC
pared with these existing graph convolutional
approaches that sequentially convey intermediate result Z (l) to compute final prediction, our AdaGCN transmits weights of
JK
nodes wi , aggregated features of different
hops of neighbors Âl X. More importantly, in
AdaGCN the embedding Z (l) is independent
of the flow of computation in the network and Figure 2: Comparison of the graph model architecthe sparse adjacent matrix Â is also not di- tures. fa in JK network denotes one aggregation
rectly involved in the computation of individ- layer with aggregation function such as concatenation or max pooling.
ual network because we compute Â(l+1) X in
(l+1)
advance and then feed it instead of Â into the classifier fθ
, thus yielding significant computation
reduction, which will be discussed further in Section 3.
Connection with PPNP and APPNP. We also established a strong connection between AdaGCN
and previous state-of-the-art PPNP and APPNP (Klicpera et al., 2018) method that leverages personalized pagerank to reconstruct graph convolutions in order to use information from a large and
adjustable neighborhood. The analysis can be summarized in the following Proposition 1. Proof can
refer to Appendix A.3.
Proposition 1. Suppose that γ is the teleport factor. Let matrix sequence {Z (l) } be from the output
of each layer l in AdaGCN, then PPNP is equivalent to the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) with
exponentially decreasing factor γ on {Z (l) } in a sharing parameters version, and its approximate
version APPNP can be viewed as the approximated form of EMA with a limited number of terms.
Proposition 1 illustrates that AdaGCN can be viewed as an adaptive form of APPNP, formulated as:
Z=

L
X

(l)

α(l) fθ (Âl X)

(8)

l=0

Specifically, the first discrepancy between AdaGCN and APPNP lies in the adaptive coefficient
(l)
α(l) in AdaGCN determined by the error of l-th base classifier fθ rather than fixed exponentially
(l)
decreased weights in APPNP. In addition, AdaGCN employs classifier fθ with different parameters
to learn the embedding of different orders of neighbors, while APPNP shares these parameters in its
form. We verified this benefit of our approach in our experiments shown in Section 4.2.
Comparison with MixHop MixHop (Abu-El-Haija et al., 2019) applied the similar way of graph
convolution by repeatedly mixing feature representations of neighbors at various distance. Proposition 2 proves that both AdaGCN and MixHop are able to represent feature differences among
neighbors while previous GCNs-based methods cannot. Proof can refer to Appendix A.4. Recap the
definition of general layer-wise Neighborhood Mixing (Abu-El-Haija et al., 2019) as follows:
4
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Definition 1. General layer-wise Neighborhood Mixing: A graph convolution network has the ability to represent the layer-wise neighborhood mixing if for any b0 , b1 , ..., bL , there exists an injective
mapping f with a setting of its parameters, such that the output of this graph convolution network
can express the following formula:
!
L


X
l
(9)
f
bl σ Â X
l=0

Proposition 2. AdaGCNs defined by our proposed approach (Eq. equation 7) are capable of representing general layer-wise neighborhood mixing, i.e., can meet the Definition 1.
Albeit the similarity, AdaGCN distinguishes from MixHop in many aspects. Firstly, MixHop concatenates all outputs from each order of neighbors while we combines these predictions in an Adaboost way, which has theoretical generalization guarantee based on boosting theory. Meantime,
MixHop allows full linear mixing of different orders of neighboring features, while AdaGCN uti(l)
lizes different non-linear transformation fθ among all layers, enjoying stronger expressive power.

3

A LGORITHM

In practice, we employ SAMME.R (Hastie et al., 2009), the soft version of SAMME, in AdaGCN.
SAMME.R (R for Real) algorithm (Hastie et al., 2009) leverages real-valued confidence-rated predictions, i.e., weighted probability estimates, rather than predicted hard labels in SAMME, in the
prediction combination, which has demonstrated a better generalization and faster convergence than
SAMME. We elaborate the final version of AdaGCN in Algorithm 1. We provide the analysis on
the choice of model depth L in Appendix A.7, and then we elaborate the computational advantage
of AdaGCN in the following.
Algorithm 1 AdaGCN based on SAMME.R Algorithm
Input: Features Matrix X, normalized adjacent matrix Â, a two-layer fully connected network fθ ,
number of layers L and number of classes K.
Output: Final combined prediction C(A, X).
1: Initialize the node weights wi = 1/n, i = 1, 2, ..., n on training set, neighbors feature matrix
(−1)
X̂ (0) = X and classifier fθ .
2: for l = 0 to L do
(l)
(l−1)
3:
Fit the graph convolutional classifier fθ on neighbor feature matrix X̂ (l) based on fθ
by
minimizing current weighted loss.
(l)
4:
Obtain the weighted probability estimates p(l) (X̂ (l) ) for fθ :
(l)
(l)
pk (X̂ (l) ) = Softmax(fθ (c = k|X̂ (l) )), k = 1, . . . , K
(l)
(l)
5:
Compute the individual prediction hk (x) for the current graph convolutional!classifier fθ :
1 X
(l)
(l)
(l)
log pk0 (X̂ (l) )
hk (X̂ (l) ) ← (K − 1) log pk (X̂ (l) ) −
K 0
k
where k = 1, . . . , K.
6:
Adjust the node weights wi for each
 node xi with label yi on
 training set:
K −1 >
yi log p(l) (xi ) , i = 1, . . . , n
wi ← wi · exp −
K
7:
Re-normalize all weights wi .
8:
Update l+1-hop neighbor feature matrix X̂ (l+1) :
X̂ (l+1) = ÂX̂ (l)
9: end for
(l)
10: Combine all predictions hk (X̂ (l) ) for l = 0, ..., L.
L
X
(l)
C(A, X) = arg max
hk (X̂ (l) )
k

11: return Final combined prediction C(A, X).

5
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Analysis of Computational Advantage. Due to the similarity of graph convolution in MixHop (Abu-El-Haija et al., 2019), AdaGCN also requires no additional memory or computational
complexity compared with previous GCN models. Meanwhile, our approach enjoys huge computational advantage compared with GCN-based models, e.g., PPNP and APPNP, stemming from
excluding the additional computation involved in sparse tensors, such as the sparse tensor multiplication between Â and other dense tensors, in the forward and backward propagation of the neural
network. Specifically, there are only L times sparse tensor operations for an AdaGCN model with L
layers, i.e., Âl X = Â · (Âl−1 X) for each layer l. This operation in each layer yields a dense tensor
B l = Âl X for the l-th layer, which is then fed into the computation in a two-layer fully-connected
(l)
network, i.e., fθ (B l ) = ReLU(B l W (0) )W (1) . Due to the fact that dense tensor B l has been computed in advance, there is no other computation related to sparse tensors in the multiple forward and
backward propagation procedures while training the neural network. By contrast, this multiple computation involved in sparse tensors in the GCN-based models, e.g., GCN: Â ReLU(ÂXW (0) )W (1) ,
is highly expensive. AdaGCN avoids these additional sparse tensor operations in the neural network
and then attains huge computational efficiency. We demonstrate this viewpoint in the Section 4.3.

4

E XPERIMENTS

Experimental Setup.
We select five commonly used graphs: Dateset
Nodes
Edges Classes Features Label Rate
3,327
4,732
6
3,703
3.6%
CiteSeer, Cora-ML (Bojchevski & CiteSeer
2,708
5,429
7
1,433
5.2%
Günnemann, 2018; McCallum et al., Cora
PubMed
19,717
44,338
3
500
0.3%
2000), PubMed (Sen et al., 2008), MS Academic 18,333
81,894
15
6,805
1.6%
232,965 11,606,919
41
602
65.9%
MS-Academic (Shchur et al., 2018) Reddit
and Reddit. Dateset statistics are
summarized in Table 1. Recent graph
Table 1: Dateset statistics
neural networks suffer from overfitting to a single splitting of training, validation and test datasets (Klicpera et al., 2018). To address
this problem, inspired by (Klicpera et al., 2018), we test all approaches on multiple random splits and
initialization to conduct a rigorous study. Detailed dataset splittings are provided in Appendix A.6.
Basic Setting of Baselines and AdaGCN. We compare AdaGCN with GCN (Kipf & Welling,
2017) and Simple Graph Convolution (SGC) (Wu et al., 2019) in Figure 3. In Table 2, we employ
the same baselines as (Klicpera et al., 2018): V.GCN (vanilla GCN) (Kipf & Welling, 2017) and
GCN with our early stopping, N-GCN (network of GCN) (Abu-El-Haija et al., 2018a), GAT (Graph
Attention Networks) (Veličković et al., 2018), BT.FP (bootstrapped feature propagation) (Buchnik
& Cohen, 2018) and JK (jumping knowledge networks with concatenation) (Xu et al., 2018b). In
the computation part, we additionally compare AdaGCN with FastGCN (Chen et al., 2018) and
GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017). We refer to the result of baselines from (Klicpera et al., 2018)
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Figure 3: Comparison of test accuracy of different models as the layer increases. We regard the l-th
base classifier as the l-th layer in AdaGCN as both of them are leveraged to exploit the information
from l-th order of neighbors for current nodes.
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and the implementation of AdaGCN is adapted from APPNP. For AdaGCN, after the line search
on hyper-parameters, we set h = 5000 hidden units for the first four datasets except Ms-academic
with h = 3000, and 15, 12, 20 and 5 layers respectively due to the different graph structures. In
addition, we set dropout rate to 0 for Citeseer and Cora-ML datasets and 0.2 for the other datasets
and 5 × 10−3 L2 regularization on the first linear layer. We set weight decay as 1 × 10−3 for Citeseer
while 1 × 10−4 for others. More detailed model parameters and analysis about our early stopping
mechanism can be referred from Appendix A.6.
4.1

D ESIGN OF D EEP G RAPH M ODELS TO C IRCUMVENT OVERSMOOTHING E FFECT

It is well-known that GCN suffers from oversmoothing (Li et al., 2018) with the stacking of more
graph convolutions. However, combination of knowledge from each layer to design deep graph
models is a reasonable method to circumvent oversmoothing issue. In our experiment, we aim to
explore the prediction performance of GCN, GCN with residual connection (Kipf & Welling, 2017),
SGC and our AdaGCN with a growing number of layers.
From Figure 3, it can be easily observed that oversmoothing leads to the rapid decreasing of accuracy for GCN (blue line) as the layer increases. In contrast, the speed of smoothing (green line) of
SGC is much slower than GCN due to the lack of ReLU analyzed in Section 2.1. Similarly, GCN
with residual connection (yellow line) partially mitigates the oversmoothing effect of original GCN
but fails to take advantage of information from different orders of neighbors to improve the prediction performance constantly. Remarkably, AdaGCN (red line) is able to consistently enhance the
performance with the increasing of layers across the three datasets. This implies that AdaGCN can
efficiently incorporate knowledge from different orders of neighbors and circumvent oversmoothing
of original GCN in the process of constructing deep graph models. In addition, the fluctuation of
performance for AdaGCN is much lower than GCN especially when the number of layer is large.
4.2

P REDICTION P ERFORMANCE

We conduct a rigorous study of
AdaGCN on four datasets under multiple splittings of dataset. The results
from Table 2 suggest the state-ofthe-art performance of our approach
and the improvement compared with
APPNP validates the benefit of adaptive form for our AdaGCN. More rigorously, p values under paired t test
demonstrate the significance of improvement for our method.

Model
V.GCN
GCN
N-GCN
GAT
JK
BT.FP
PPNP
APPNP
PPNP (ours)
APPNP (ours)
AdaGCN
P value

Citeseer
73.51±0.48
75.40±0.30
74.25±0.40
75.39±0.27
73.03±0.47
73.55±0.57
75.83±0.27
75.73±0.30
75.53±0.32
75.41±0.35
76.68±0.20
1.8×10−15

Cora-ML
82.30±0.34
83.41±0.39
82.25±0.30
84.37±0.24
82.69±0.35
80.84±0.97
85.29±0.25
85.09±0.25
84.39±0.28
84.28±0.28
85.97±0.20
2.2×10−16

Pubmed
77.65±0.40
78.68±0.38
77.43±0.42
77.76±0.44
77.88±0.38
72.94±1.00
OOM
79.73±0.31
OOM
79.41±0.34
79.95±0.21
1.1×10−5

MS Academic
91.65±0.09
92.10±0.08
92.86±0.11
91.22±0.07
91.71±0.10
91.61±0.24
OOM
93.27±0.08
OOM
92.98±0.07
93.17±0.07
2.1×10−9

In the realistic setting, graphs usually Table 2: Average accuracy under 100 runs with uncertainties
have different labeled nodes and thus showing the 95 % confidence level calculated by bootstrapit is necessary to investigate the ro- ping. OOM denotes “out of memory”. “(ours)” denotes the
bust performance of methods on dif- results based on our implementation, which are slight lower
ferent number of labeled nodes. Here than numbers above from original literature (Klicpera et al.,
we utilize label rates to measure the 2018). P values of paired t test between APPNP (ours) and
different numbers of labeled nodes AdaGCN are provided in the last row.
and then sample corresponding labeled nodes per class on graphs respectively. Table 3 presents
the consistent state-of-the-art performance of AdaGCN under different label rates. An interesting
manifestation from Table 3 is that AdaGCN yields more improvement on fewer label rates compared

Label Rates
V.GCN
GCN
PPNP
APPNP
AdaGCN

Citeseer
1.0% / 2.0%
67.6±1.4/70.8±1.4
70.3±0.9/72.7±1.1
72.5±0.9/74.7±0.7
72.2±1.3/74.2±1.1
74.2±0.3/75.5±0.3

Cora-ML
2.0% / 4.0%
76.4±1.3/81.7±0.8
80.0±0.7/82.8±0.9
80.1±0.7/83.0±0.6
80.1±0.7/83.2±0.6
83.7±0.3/85.3±0.2

Pubmed
0.1% / 0.2%
70.1±1.4/74.6±1.6
71.1±1.1/75.2±1.0
OOM
74.0±1.5/77.2±1.2
77.1±0.5/79.3±0.3

MS Academic
0.6% / 1.2%
89.7±0.4/91.1±0.2
89.8±0.4/91.2±0.3
OOM
91.7±0.2/92.6±0.2
92.1±0.1/92.7±0.1

Table 3: Average accuracy across different label rates with 20 splittings of datasets under 100 runs.
7
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with APPNP, showing more efficiency on graphs with few labeled nodes. Inspired by the Layer Effect on graphs (Sun et al., 2019), we argue that the increase of layers in AdaGCN can result in more
benefits on the efficient propagation of label signals especially on graphs with limited labeled nodes.
More rigorously, we additionally conduct the comparison on a larger dataset, i.e., Reddit. We choose the best
layer as 4 due to the fact that AdaGCN with larger number of layers tends to suffer from overfitting on this relatively simple dataset (with high label rate 65.9%). Table 4
suggests that AdaGCN can still outperform other typical
baselines, including V.GCN, PPNP and APPNP. More experimental details can be referred from Appendix A.6.
4.3

Reddit
V.GCN
PPNP
APPNP
AdaGCN

F1-Score
94.46±0.06
OOM
95.04±0.07
95.39±0.13

Per-epoch training time
5627.46ms
OOM
29489.81ms
32.29ms

Table 4: Average F1-scores and perepoch training time of typical methods
on Reddit dataset under 5 runs.

C OMPUTATIONAL E FFICIENCY
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GCN, with fastest speed in Pubmed
but slower than GCN on Cora-ML
and MS-Academic datasets. FurtherFigure 4: Left: Per-epoch training time of AdaGCN vs other
more, with multiple power iterations
methods under 5 runs on four datasets. Right: Per-epoch
involved in sparse tensors, APPNP
training time of AdaGCN compared with GCN and SGC
unfortunately has relatively expenwith the increasing of layers and the digit after “k =” desive computation cost. It should be
notes the slope in a fitted linear regression.
noted that this computational advantage of AdaGCN is more significant when it comes to large datasets, e.g., Reddit. Table 4 demonstrates AdaGCN has the potential to perform much faster on larger datasets.
Besides, we explore the computational cost of ReLU and sparse adjacency tensor with respect to
the number of layers in the right part of Figure 4. We focus on comparing AdaGCN with SGC and
GCN as other GCN-based methods, such as GraphSAGE and APPNP, behave similarly with GCN.
Particularly, we can easily observe that both SGC (blue line) and GCN (red line) show a linear
increasing tendency and GCN yields a larger slope arises from ReLU and more parameters. It also
shows that the computational cost involved sparse matrices in neural networks plays a dominant
role in all the cost especially when the layer is large enough. In contrast, our AdaGCN (pink line)
displays an almost constant trend as the layer increases because it avoids the additional computation
related to sparse matrices in a network, enjoying huge computational efficiency.

5

D ISCUSSIONS AND C ONCLUSION

One potential concern is that AdaBoost (Hastie et al., 2009; Freund et al., 1999) is established on
i.i.d. hypothesis while graphs have inherent data-dependent property. Fortunately, the statistical
convergence and consistency of boosting (Lugosi & Vayatis, 2001; Mannor et al., 2003) can still
be preserved when the samples are weakly dependent (Lozano et al., 2013). More discussion can
refer to Appendix A.5. In this paper, we propose a novel RNN-like deep graph neural network
architecture called AdaGCNs. With the delicate architecture design, our approach AdaGCN can
effectively explore and exploit knowledge from different orders of neighbors in an Adaboost way.
Our work paves a way towards better combining different-order neighbors to design deep graph
models rather than only stacking on specific type of graph convolution.
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